CARE’s Corporate Council

Launched in 2019, the CARE Corporate Council is a coalition of CARE’s most ambitious corporate partners committed to multi-sector collaboration, and using their influence, expertise, and people to empower women and girls. Specifically, the Council engages in thought leadership and best practice sharing among members in pursuit of gender equality and improving business outcomes.

Council Membership

Corporate Council members are senior leaders from the sustainability, social impact, and marketing functions of some of the largest US and global companies. Government and public affairs executives may also participate in the Kitchen Cabinet, a subcommittee of the Corporate Council which advocates in support of foreign assistance.

Convenings, Panels, and Webinars

From panels and webinars to annual participation during UNGA Week to special events such as International Women’s Day, membership in the Council provides ample opportunity to connect with and learn from peers and experts while showcasing corporate accomplishments.

Current Events with a Gender Lens

In 2024, the CARE Corporate Council is exploring critical topics facing business including: the new European Union ESG Regulations, the intersection of gender and climate justice, AI and digital inclusion, and creating new models for partnerships in supply chains and beyond. We’re also planning our first-ever Corporate Council Learning Tour to Vietnam and the Mekong region (2025).

Thought Leadership

The CARE Corporate Council contributes to toolkits and reports, as well as experiential learning and workshops to highlight critical topics related to the role of business in advancing gender equality.

To learn more about the CARE Corporate Council, its members, and its work, please visit: https://www.care.org/about-us/strategic-partners/corporate-partnerships/care-corporate-council/

Contact:

Sarah Moser, Director, Corporate Thought Leadership
sarah.moser@care.org

Why Join?

→ Help shape CARE’s work: Contribute to and promote best-in-class models for women’s economic empowerment and extend gender parity commitments around the world.

→ Amplify your impact: Join a community of corporate impact practitioners who share a commitment to empowering women and girls and collaborate to scale your impact through best practice sharing, thought leadership, and advocacy.

→ Access to experts: Council members have access to a wide range of webinars, panels, and speakers who share their expertise from the private sector, government, and NGOs.

→ Improve business practices: Learn from CARE’s expertise in women’s empowerment in supply chain, sustainability, and workforce through consulting from CARE and knowledge sharing.